
MARVEL AGENTS OF SHIELD ALIEN WRITING AND SYMBOLS

After Skye hijacked the eye implant signal, the S.H.I.E.L.D. Agent Grant Ward This conversation made Skye realize that
Coulson was writing the symbols. him on it, he told her that she may be an alien because she was not writing them.

Meanwhile, the fugitive Grant Ward is spotted by Agent Antoine Triplett accessing one of his hot boxes,
where he has money and supplies. So in the end, Coulson has to go in front of his whole team and give a
speech where he basically says, "Hey, I know you all think I'm crazy, and I almost thought so myself. No need
to explain how they got their abilities. Coulson wanted to shut down the program and destroy the alien host
immediately but was presented with a different option â€” erasing the patients' memories so that they would
have no knowledge of what was done to them and could carry out normal lives. It took a long time for
Coulson's symptoms to manifest, whereas John Garrett started down the dark path almost instantly. Coulson
states neither he, nor Derik will be a danger any longer, and Skye is amazed as she sees the 3 dimensional map
unknowingly created by Thompson. He's the guy whom we saw two weeks ago, tattooed with the weird alien
writing. Ward promised Bakshi a face-to-face with Coulson, but it's not going to happen the way Bakshi
imagined. He remembers there were six original test subjects, all former S. Skye and Coulson travel to
Roberts' home in New York to investigate. They begin the process and Coulson remembers his time
overseeing the T. Questioned by Grant Ward, Garrett told him that he was "alive" and "could do anything"
while carving the equation on a glass piece inside the Bus with a nail. He guided the tattoo artist's hands to add
on to his extensive body canvas. This led Coulson to Hank Thompson , who, instead of carving the symbols,
made three-dimensional erections of them in his model train track set. He was upset that the symbols he wrote
were incomprehensible to him. However, Coulson had their memories erased to ensure their recovery. Hank
Thompson , the last T. Advertisement But meanwhile, we haven't seen Skye's father in ages, and he's busy
showing Hydra how to use the Diviner, that piece of apparently Kree tech that Hydra was chasing at the start
of the season. There were only two other patients still alive. Originally boarding a bus for Dallas, he sits next
to Agent Bobbi Morse, who is under cover monitoring the bus to track him. He informs her that he will
continue to occasionally leave them little presents, like he did with Bakshi. When they returned from dealing
with her, Skye wanted full disclosure and Coulson gave it to her. Thompson escapes from his bindings, and
some deep-rooted S. Agents Of S. Micro a. And when the team finally goes in to apprehend Ward, they find
that he's killed everyone except Bakshi, who's tied up as a "present" for Coulson. Thompson turns down
Coulson's offer to rejoin S. But we discovered someone else who can write it. When Raina touched the
Obelisk on the insistence of Skye's Father , the symbols appeared and glowed. He informed them that the
symbols had been finally figured out, and his inclination to carve them had gone. He proceeds to unbutton his
shirt and show her the alien symbols he's had tattooed all over his upper body. When she confronted him on it,
he told her that she may be an alien because she was not writing them. Coulson continues to recall his time at
the Guest House; meanwhile May and Trip are unable to reach anyone at the Playground, causing them
concern. It's a pretty creative way to deal with this type of affliction, I think. Just as long as we don't get
another situation where the television plot can't advance until the movie comes out. All of these patients wrote
the symbols even after having their memories erased by the Memory Overwriting Machine and starting new
lives. Trip requests permission to shoot him, but May denies the request. Out on the street, Skye and Mack
come across Thompson and his family, who direct them back to his workshop where "two men are trying to
kill each other. After quietly letting on that he knows who she works for, and threatening to detonate his bomb
if Morse creates a scene, Ward disembarks and boards another bus bound for Boston. Who else could have
administered the GH? When the priest showed the painting to a bishop, he flipped it to its back and showed
the symbols inscribed there. Roberts talks about recognising Derik from somewhere, but being unable to
pin-point the exact location.


